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Accessibility Monitoring and Support

Accessibility monitoring is a continuous and proactive  

process that regularly checks and assesses digital content  

for related violations. It’s an early warning system, allowing  

developers and content creators to identify and remove  

accessibility barriers.

Accessibility Statement Authoring 

Accessibility statements are primarily for users of your content.  

Usually they will refer to accessibility statements when they  

encounter problems. Technical and jurisdictional language will  

likely lead to confusion and increase frustration rather than help  

your users. It is important to write in simple language and  

provide useful information to the users, rather than use the  

language of developers and lawyers. 

Remediation for Content-related Accessibility Issues

Accessibility remediation is the process of making digital  

content more accessible to people with disabilities. This may  

entail making changes to existing content and/or creating new  

content that is specifically intended for those with disabilities. 

Accessibility Conformance Reports (VPAT) 

The Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT), also known  

as an ACR (Accessibility Conformance Report) starts with an  

audit and provides current details for an accessible website,  

application, or any other digital assets. VPAT documents the  

current degree of conformance for the accessibility standards  

and guidelines, and it can be up to date periodically as per  

progress.

Accessibility Assessment Report

The Accessibility assessment report, also known as an Audit  

Report. Accessibility experts assess your digital assets manually for  

WCAG 2.1/2.2 AA compliance levels and provide full report to help  

them meet U.S., Canadian, European, and international regulations  

for websites, apps, and designs based on four principles  

(perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust) of accessibility. 

Recommendations for Platform-related Accessibility Gaps

We provide support for ALL cross-platforms, using our cutting- 

edge technology based on unique AI algorithms. We can help  

clients to make their websites and all their digital content  

accessible without modifying code.

Remediation and Report
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PDF Compliance Monitoring 

PDF accessibility plays a pivotal role in providing people with 

disabilities equal access to information.   

 

Accessibility monitoring is a continuous and proactive process 

that regularly checks PDFs for violations. It allows developers 

and content creators to identify and remove accessibility 

barriers.

Ongoing Web Accessibility Monitoring 

Maintaining accessibility is an ongoing process. We work with 

you through periodic assessments and support to identify any 

accessibility barriers and fix them. We also ensure that there are 

no new issues raised.. 

On-demand Web Accessibility Automated and 
Manual Testing

Running an accessibility test with Assistive Tech tools is the 

best first step towards greater digital inclusivity. The summary 

below covers manual and automated accessibility testing: 

Manual testing: repeated, closely documented, hands-on 

group testing with people. 

 

Automated testing:  AI-powered solutions scan and test a 

website for accessibility nonconformance.
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Dashboard

Digital Accessibility Evaluation 

AccessibilityAssist PRO   monitoring tool is a continuous 

and proactive process that helps you determine if web 

content meets accessibility guidelines.
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Reports for Automated and Manual Evaluation

Automated Accessibility Evaluation includes accessibility score, 

list of remediated violations, and list of violations that require 

manual actions.  

 

Manual Evaluation conducted by accessibility experts which 

includes list of violations Keyboard navigation, Screen reader, 

UI/UX improvements, missing components, etc. 

Remediation Tracking

Remediation tracking allows you to track the remediation 

progress of accessibility issues. Accessibility monitoring 

provides clear progress about resolved accessibility issues.

Human Expert Auditing

Our team of expert auditors performs automated, manual ADA,  

WCAG 2.1, 2.2 audit, assistive technology testing, and provide  

ADA web accessibility audit report which incorporates web  

accessibility audit and evaluation process, initial evaluation  

result, failed guidelines, and actions taken to provide  

remediation.
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Following Document would be  
Remediated for Accessibility 

Our team of expert auditors performs automated, manual ADA, WCAG 2.1, 2.2 audit, assistive technology testing, and provide ADA web accessibility audit report  

which incorporates web accessibility audit and evaluation process, initial evaluation result, failed guidelines, and actions taken to provide remediation.

Document Types We are Remediating

PowerPointsPDFsWord EPub Spreadsheets Infographics

OCR FilesDiagrams Data Dashboards Maps & Charts Graphics
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VoiceOver

Web accessibility testing is the method of evaluating how easily users with disabilities can use a website. A subset of usability testing,  

web accessibility testing ensures that all users can understand, navigate, and interact with a website.  

Accessibility Testing Tools
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Online Web accessibility self-service training (Videos) 
and user accessibility guide

We provide training to your in-house team (content manager, editors,  

admins, website management team) on website content accessibility  

best practices to ensure they are self-su�cient. Online custom web  

accessibility self-service training (videos) and user accessibility  

guide are created as per individuals’ website compliance  

requirements and platform. 

Training
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Why Skynet Technologies’  
Website Accessibility Solution?
•  Accessible websites reduce the risk of any ADA related lawsuits. 

 

•  We have a team who have the know-how about ADA digital accessibility guidelines, 

    testing tools, methods, and provide rapid website ADA accessibility audit, remediation, 

    and compliance services in quick turnaround. 

 

•  Website accessibility is a crucial component of the DEI (Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion) 

   initiative. 

 

•  We have experience in providing recommendations for platform-related accessibility gaps.
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Trusted by Leading Brands
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           USA - Nevada

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES USA LLC.

Las Vegas

304 S. Jones Blvd, 

Las Vegas, NV, 89107.

Phone: (725)-222-4706

           USA - Kentucky

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES USA LLC.

Independence

3265 Summitrun Drive, 

Independence, KY, 41051.

Phone: (810)-358-8040

           India

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES

Jamnagar, Gujarat

258, 259, 260, 2nd Floor, 

NEO Square, Near Ambar Cinema, 

P. N. Marg, Jamnagar, Gujarat, 361008.

Phone: +91 288 2557292

           India

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES

Pune, Maharashtra

Virtual Development Center

Phone: +91 93590 89306

           USA - Florida

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES USA LLC.

Gainesville

9045 SW 79th Avenue 

Gainesville Fl 32608

Phone: (352)-448-7349

           AUSTRALIA

SKYNET TECHNOLOGIES PTY LTD

Melbourne

Level 8, 805/220 Collins St, 

Melbourne VIC 3000 

(8th level of building 220)

Phone:  +61 73-053-8090

Contact Information


